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RFP – Electronic (Building) Permitting System 

 

Addendum 1 

RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS 
 

Issued – September 16, 2020 
 

 

Question 1: What is the existing permitting system?  

Answer 1: Presently, permits and tracking is done through Excel worksheets. The department 

has no formal electronic permitting system. 

Question 2: Have you seen any demonstrations of permitting software in the past 12 

months?  

Answer 2: No demonstrations have been provided by potential vendors in the prescribed time 

period. Notwithstanding, there has been presentations presented to staff beyond this time 

period.  

Question 3: If so, what systems have been demonstrated?  

Answer 3: Town Suite, Davenport, ESRI City Works, Cityview, and been approached by 

Building Solutions (MarmaK Information Technologies). 

Question 4: The RFP calls for Asset Management/Lifecycle management capabilities, but 

it appears the City is already using CityWorks for service requests and work orders.  The 

functional requirements don’t indicate any asset management other than event permits 

and related facilities.  Can you clarify what asset management or lifecycle management 

the City is looking for from the proposed application?  

Answer 4: The City is currently not using any software for asset/lifecycle management.  

Question 5: The RFP lists 10 users in permitting and 10 users in planning but only a total 

of 11 users.  Is it safe to assume that the 10 users in both areas (permitting and planning) 

are the same named users/persons?  

Answer 5:  Correct, users will need to have the option to access both permitting and land use 

applications.  

Question 6: The RFP doesn’t indicate any additional users for Business Licensing.  Are 

the above users also performing this workflow or are their additional users for Business 
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Licensing? Business licensing is separate and apart from permitting and land use 

applications.  

Answer 6: Capability of the software will need to integrate land use licensing as part of 

permitting.  For example, a tourist accommodation will need both a building permit and license 

to operate.  Formal business licensing is done by Economic Development. This feature of 

business licensing is not a requirement of the RFP or department needs at this time.  

Question 7: The RFP calls for the desire to have the permitting system perform facility 

scheduling.  This type of functionality is usually managed in some type of Facilities 

software (Asset Management) or Scheduling software (Parks & Rec application).  Can 

you clarify what Facilities management application is currently being used?  Further, 

does the application have the ability to push/pull data via API’s with web services 

integration?  

Answer 7: Similar to the answer above, Parks and Recreation handle facility scheduling and 

this is not a requirement of the system. Book King Software is used for facility and program 

registration.  The intention was to see how easily the permitting software can be expanded or 

integrated with other corporate functions.  

Question 8: The RFP calls for integration with Cashiering systems.  Does the City utilize 

a centralized cashiering station (for all payments such as permitting, parking permits, 

utilities, etc.) or does the Planning and Heritage department collect permitting fees over 

the counter?  

Answer 8: The City needs the permitting system to be able to integrate with Microsoft 

Dynamics GP. Presently, the department accepts fee payments over the counter and telephone.  

We can accept cash or use global payments to for Visa, MasterCard, Interact etc. for electronic 

payments.  

Question 9: If permit/planning fees are taken over the counter within the department 

and the proposed application has built in cashiering is it necessary to interface with the 

City’s cashiering or is it sufficient to utilize the native cashiering and submit that data 

to GP General Ledger? 

Answer 9:  It is the City’s preference that the proposed system interface directly with the 

current cashiering system. 

Question 10: Are any of the requirements matrix or other forms available in 

populatable formats? 

Answer 10:  We will provide the documents in either WORD or EXCEL but responses must 

be in PDF 

Question 11: Does the City have a preference for SaaS or On-Premise deployment? 

Answer 11: We want to have the system On-Premise. 

Question 12: Has the City established a budget for the project?  If so, how much 

flexibility does the City have to expand the budget if it is not sufficient to cover all of the 

stated/desired requirements?  
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Answer 12:  The City has a defined budget and will be looking to award to the successful 

vendor who can meet our core requirements on building permits in 2020/21.  There may be 

an opportunity to add additional capacity or phases to the system through future budgeting 

cycles.   
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